






when those 
days don’t 
go as we 
planned, 
and our 
expectations 
are shattered, 
we can be 
devastated
-  h a p p y  b i r t h d a y  t o  y o u



There are certain days of the year to 
which we attach expectations of how 
we believe it should be. New Year’s Eve. 
Valentine’s Day. A birthday. And, when 
those days don’t go as we planned, and 
our expectations are shattered, we can 
be devastated.

I have lived much of my life in fear of being 
alone. I always hated it and did anything 
humanly possible to keep myself busy; 
surrounded by friends and family. I’m not 
sure why, but I was never comfortable in 
my own company – I despised it – and 
so I tap danced. It’s only in recent years, 
by necessity, that I have learned to be 
content and at peace in my solitude.

But, even as evolved as I like to believe 
I have become, the prospect of being 
alone on my birthday rattled me. 

My birthday week began celebrating with 
lifelong friends and was slated to close 
with another group party. 

But, on the actual day, as fate would have 
it, I was going to be alone. 

I had scheduled a lunch date with a 
childhood friend. But, when I woke up 
that morning, I found a text from her 
informing me that we had to cancel since 
she wasn’t feeling well. 

As I read that text, a childlike feeling rushed 
over me and I felt a knot in my stomach – 
the realization set in - I was going to spend 
my entire birthday by myself. 

I work from home so there wasn’t going 
to be any encounters with co-workers.

I had refused other invitations for the day 
because I had made plans with this friend.

My kids had work and school 
commitments that would run late into the 
evening.

And, my best friend, who usually makes 
sure there is a cake for me, had to retrieve 
her daughter from the airport. 

There was going to be no cake, no family, 
no friends, no coworkers, no celebration 
dinner. Nothing. I wondered how I would 
get through the next 16 hours of my 
“special” day alone.

Tears welled in my eyes and I felt myself 
going down that slippery slope of self 
pity. In was in that moment that I pulled 
myself back and decided that if I was 
going to have a “special” day, it was up 
to me to make it so.

I decided that I was going to have the 
day of MY dreams. 

After completing a few work 
assignments, I scheduled a massage, 
followed by a pedicure, and a shopping 
spree – my favorite activities. As I went 
through the day, I realized that I didn’t 
have to answer to or accommodate 
anyone - I got to do all the things that I 
wanted to do. It was amazing! I actually 
enjoyed celebrating me!  

When I returned home, just when I was 
about to order dinner from my favorite 
restaurant, my son surprised me with a 
meal. Because I didn’t expect it, it was 
the icing on the cake!

So, if you are finding yourself alone on 
your birthday, try this:

• Carve out a chunk of time for yourself 
that day. Put all responsibilities aside 
and make it about you.

• Get up, dress up, and show up. You 
don’t need anyone else to make you feel 
special. It’s an inside job so get moving.

• Decide what you would like as a present 
and buy it for yourself. Flowers, a piece 
of jewelry, a new outfit. You choose.

• Treat yourself to something special 
and maybe even a little decadent – eat 
whatever you want (calories don’t count 
on your birthday)

• Be your own date. Choose an activity 
that you love – a movie, dinner, shopping, 
or trip to the museum. You decide!

• Unwind and relax before bed. As your 
solo birthday winds down, find a way 
to calm and pamper yourself just a bit 
more. Take a long soak in the tub. Put on 
those new pajamas. Listen to soothing 
music.

Hopefully you will have one of your best 
birthdays. I know I did!
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We live in a world where beauty is everything. We’re led to believe that if we look a certain 
way and are skinny enough, we will be enough and we will have value. Most of us know 
that these messages are wrong, but knowing something and believing it don’t always 
go together. Katie Wilcox, an international model, offers a breakthrough approach to 
developing a healthy sense of self in a world that profits from keeping us insecure. Katie has 
an insider’s view into the false world of advertising and the tragic effect it is having on body 
image and overall self-esteem. She is the author of Healthy is the New Skinny: Your Guide 
to Self-Love in a “Picture Perfect” World. Katie is considered one of the top body positive 
influencers by MTV, People Magazine, Marie Claire to name a few, and has devoted her life 
to changing the game of body image and spreading the message of redefining self worth.

l i s t e n  t o  K a t i e  o n  c y a c y l :
http://bit.ly/2ok5Q2L  
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what is your 
gut trying to 

tell you?

 Mark Hyman, MD



Gut health has become a prominent focus 
in Functional Medicine. Having too many 
bad bugs and not enough good bugs 
has been linked to numerous diseases 
and challenges such as obesity, diabetes, 
allergies, autoimmune diseases, eczema, 
cancer, heart disease and even autism. 
The connection between gut imbalances 
and chronic disease is growing stronger 
every day.

Here, we focus on a challenge that involves 
deep gut healing: heartburn/acid reflux 

Steps for Dealing with Heartburn
When acid-blocking drugs first came on 
the market, even the pharmaceutical 
representatives warned us about how 
powerful these drugs were. They told us 
to prescribe them only to patients with 
documented ulcers and for no longer than 
six weeks. Now, these drugs are given 
out like candy to anyone who consumed 
too many hot dogs at a ball game — and 
one drug, Prilosec, is available without a 
prescription.

Acid-blocking drugs obviously block 
stomach acid that can cause symptoms 
of heartburn and reflux. But your body 
actually needs stomach acid to stay 
healthy. Stomach acid is necessary to 
digest protein and food, activate digestive 
enzymes in your small intestine, keep 
the bacteria from growing in your small 
intestine, and help you absorb important 
nutrients like calcium, magnesium and 
vitamin B12.

There’s evidence that taking these 
medications can prevent you from 
properly digesting food, cause vitamin 
and mineral deficiencies, and leading 
to problems, such as irritable bowel 
syndrome, depression, hip fractures and 
more.

Root Cause of Heartburn and Reflux
Let’s take a look at the major causes of 
heartburn and acid reflux:

Your diet. Fried food, alcohol, caffeine and 
soda can all trigger reflux. Spicy, tomato-

based or citrus foods may also cause 
problems for some people.

Smoking. Among its other health 
issues this habit causes, it also 
increases the risk of reflux.

Being overweight.  Excess belly fat 
pushes on your stomach and can 
prevent it from emptying, triggering 
reflux.

Having a hiatal hernia (where your 
stomach pushes up through your 
diaphragm) can also cause trouble; 
this is easily diagnosed by having an 
x-ray.

Eating large meals and eating just 
before bed are two contributors to 
reflux.

Stress. Clearly, food is supposed 
to go down, not up, when you 
eat. There are two main valves (or 
sphincters) that control food going 
into and out of your stomach — 
one at the top (known as the lower 
esophageal sphincter) and one at 
the bottom (the pyloric valve). When 
you’re stressed, the top valve relaxes 
and the bottom valve tightens up. 
This may result in food traveling back 
up your esophagus. Practice active 
relaxation and you mitigate this 
problem.

Magnesium deficiency is another 
cause of reflux because magnesium 
helps the sphincter at the bottom of 
the stomach relax, allowing the food 
to go down.

A common infection, known as 
Helicobacter pylori (or H. pylori) 
causes not only ulcers but also 
reflux.  It’s easily identified using a 
simple blood or breath test. In my 
experience with patients, treating 
this bacterial infection can eliminate 
reflux even if you don’t have an ulcer.

Food sensitivities or allergies. 
Common culprits include dairy and 

gluten-containing foods like wheat, 
barley, rye and oats. Consuming 
foods that you have sensitivities 
to can cause an overgrowth of 
bacteria in the small bowel or yeast 
overgrowth in the gut and can 
result in reflux.

Steps for Dealing with Heartburn 
and Acid Reflux
Find a Functional Medicine doctor 
who can help dig a bit deeper and 
take the following steps:

Get the H. pylori blood antibody 
test or breath test. If you have H. 
pylori, treat it with triple antibiotic 
therapy from your doctor.

Test for IgG food allergies and 
celiac disease.

Get a breath or urine organic 
acid test to check for small bowel 
bacterial overgrowth. Ask your 
doctor about treating bacterial 
overgrowth with Xifaxin.

If you have yeast overgrowth, treat 
it with antifungal drugs such as 
nystatin or Diflucan; herbs, such 
as oregano; or caprylic acid, found 
in foods like coconut oil and also 
available in supplement form.

Try some natural remedies to help 
soothe the gut:
• Take 2 to 3 capsules of digestive 
enzymes with each meal.
• Re-inoculate the gut with healthy 
bacteria by using probiotics.
• Try 75 to 150 mg of zinc carnosine 
twice a day between meals — this 
has been extensively studieand is 
used frequently in Japan.
• Take 3 to 5 grams of glutamine 
powder in water twice a day to help 
heal the gut lining.
• Chew 2 to 3 chewable tablets of 
DGL (a form of licorice) 15 minutes 
before meals.
• Try 200 to 400 mg of magnesium 
citrate or glycinate twice a day.

Mark Hyman, MD, is the Medical Director at Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional Medicine, the Founder of The UltraWellness Center, 
and a 10-time #1 New York Times Bestselling author. www.DrHyman.com
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There are seven areas of life we are here 
to master: spiritual, mental, vocational, 
financial, familial, social and physical. 
They can either be powerfully supportive 
of your genius or impede it.

There are also seven common fears and 
guilts that fragment our full potential in 
each of these areas. The only difference 
between someone who does what they 
love and someone who doesn’t is that 
the former has the ability to identify his 
or her fears and has a strategy to break 
through them.

The seven fears that limit self-belief:

The first is the spiritual fear of 
breaking some perceived authority’s 
ethics. Morals are the rules we impose  
on ourselves, and ethics are the  

imposed rules between others  
and ourselves. Many people let  
those fears stop them from doing what 
they love and expressing their genius 
because they fear the disapproval  
of others.

The second fear is the mental fear of 
not knowing enough. This fear can keep 
you from doing what you really love: “I 
just don’t know enough. I’m not smart 
enough. I don’t have the education for 
it.” That’s another illusion because you 
have the capacity to do whatever you 
dream of doing. No matter how much 
you know, you will have the unknown. 
You attract opportunities according 
to your level of knowing. As you know 
more you grow more. By loving yourself 
even when you don’t know, you liberate 
yourself to learn.

breaK through 
your deepest 

Fears: 
the seven 

Fears that 
limit your 
potential  

Dr. John Demartini



The third fear is the vocational fear 
of failure. You must be able to love 
failure as much as success since you fail 
and succeed equally and constantly. 
Have you ever set yourself goals 
and didn’t fulfil them? Everyone has. 
You’re a success and failure constantly 
throughout your life, and you need both. 
Babe Ruth had the most home runs and 
the most strikeouts in history and that is 
the magnificence.

The fourth fear is the financial fear of 
poverty. Here you fear that if you were 
to do what you truly would love to, you 
won’t make enough money. If you love 
something and are committed to doing 
whatever it takes to succeed, value 
money highly, follow the financial laws 
of success and save – you can certainly 
build wealth doing what you would love.

The fifth fear is around family and losing 
your loved ones. Many people feel that 
if they do what they love they will lose 
someone they love. I think what stabilized 
my marriage is that we don’t so much need 
each other as we just love each other. 
There’s a big difference. We both have an 
independent life and if either of us were to 
leave, the other would still function.

The sixth fear is the fear of social 
rejection. This is a big fear. Some people 
are not doing what they love because 
they’re afraid people will reject them. 
The truth is, acceptance and rejection 
occur throughout your life and the more 
extraordinary you become, the more you 
will receive of both. Learn to appreciate 
both equally and you are free. People 
come and go, but you’re with yourself 
for the whole trip and it’s your life. Never 

sacrifice the eternal for the transient. 
Embrace both sides of life equally.

The seventh and last fear is the fear of 
ill health, disease or death. Some people 
don’t live their dream because they’re 
afraid they’ll die if they do, or they won’t 
have enough energy. But the greatest 
cause of illness, disease, and death is 
not living your dreams. That’ll kill you 
quicker than anything else. Inspiration 
and gratitude heal and empower, and if 
you’re not doing what you love you’ll feel 
ungrateful and desperate.

You can break through or break down in 
all seven areas of life. If you break down 
you’re listening to your fearful self, if you 
break through you’ve listened to your 
immortal self. But don’t think that you’re 
ever going to be without fears in your life.

Dr. John Demartini is a human behavior specialist, educator, author and the founder of the Demartini Institute. www.DrDemartini.com







tempering 
our temper

Steve Goodier



A young girl came into the house with 
a tear in her pants. Her mother was 
exasperated, as this had happened too 
many times before. At her wits end, she 
said to her daughter, "Now you go into 
your room, take off those pants, and sew 
up that tear!" The poor child had never 
held needle and thread in her life.

So understandably, a little while later her 
mother saw the pants crumpled on the 
floor of her daughter's bedroom - still 
torn. She looked around for her daughter. 
Spying the basement light on, she called 
down the stairs, "Are you down there 
running around with your pants off?"

A big voice boomed up, "No ma'am. I'm 
reading the gas meter."

Of course, what parent can’t relate to her 
exasperation?

On the other hand, I DO have trouble 
understanding the guy in Los Angeles 
who was arrested for negligent 
discharge of a weapon after shooting 
his toilet bowl five times with a handgun 
(and yes, this is true). Why did he 
assault the commode? He apparently 
exploded when he couldn’t extract a 
hair brush his daughter flushed down. 

He might benefit from the advice of 
one of America’s great presidents, 
Thomas Jefferson, who cautioned, 
"When angry, count to 10 before 
you speak; if very angry, count to 
100." I think it applies to discharging 
weapons, too.

Maybe another technique works better 
for you. One husband asked his wife, 
"When I get mad at you, you never 
fight back. How do you control your 
anger?" 

She smiled at him. "I clean the toilet 
bowl." (Uh-oh, toilets again.)

"How does that help?"

"I use your toothbrush," she said 
sweetly.

It's not that anger is a bad thing 
in itself. A good bit of fire in the 
belly may be needed to right the 
world’s wrongs. But this isn’t about 
righteous indignation. It’s about 
tempering our temper.

I’ve seen marriages destroyed, 
careers derailed and relationships 
of all kinds decimated by 
uncontrolled rage. It’s no wonder 
all of the world’s great religions 
have something to say about it. 
To name a few, the Buddha said, 
"You will not be punished for your 
anger, you will be punished by your 
anger." 

The prophet Muhammad said, "He 
is not strong and powerful who 

throws people down, but he is 
strong who withholds himself from 
anger." 

And in Christian scripture Jesus 
instructs, "If someone strikes you 
on the right cheek, turn to him the 
other also." 

You get the idea.

I like the motto Mahatma Gandhi 
hung on his wall at Sevagram:

"When you are in the right, 
You can afford to keep your temper;
When you are in the wrong,
You can't afford to lose it."

I’m sure I could never say it better.

Steve Goodier is an ordained minister and author of several books. He writes a blog and syndicated newspaper column, publishes a 
weekly newsletter and contributes regularly to periodicals and personal growth websites.  He believes that our lives can be lived fully 
and each of us can make a positive difference in our world. www.LifeSupportSystem.com

"when you are in the right, 
you can aFFord to Keep your temper;

when you are in the wrong,
you can't aFFord to lose it."

TEMPERING OUR TEMPER
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Home buying Basics

Obtain a mortgage pre-approval before you begin house hunting.
• Learn what cost home you can purchase.
• Strengthen your bargain positioning with sellers.
Work with your real estate agent to find the right home.
• Determine your needs.
• Create a wish list of desirable features.
• Take notes as you preview homes.
Make a purchase offer.
• Your real estate agent presents your offer to the seller, who will then choose to accept, counter, or 

reject the offer.
• When the price is settled, you and the seller sign a Purchase Agreement, defining the terms of the sale.
Have the home inspected.
• If you choose to have a home inspection, hire a professional home inspector after the offer has been 

accepted to provide an in-depth look at the basic systems of the house, to reveal any safety hazards 
and give you a chance to reconsider the deal.

The home will be appraised.
• An appraisal, required by your mortgage lender, is a formal, written estimate of the home’s current 

market value.
Obtain title insurance. (where applicable)
• This guarantees that the property you are purchasing is free of liens or confusion in rights of ownership.
• The policy insures against any losses to the property that result from defects in title or deed.
Close on the property.
• A closing agent coordinates and distributes all the paperwork and funds.
• Ownership of the property is transferred.
And you become the proud owner of your new home!
• Whatever your home financing needs, we are ready to help with a broad range of programs and 

services!

John Tozzi
Loan Originator I NMLS ID  912764
Email: jtozzi@ahmcloans.com
Apply: jtozzi.ahmcloans.com

M: 973-747-8902
O: 201-691-9087

40 Park Ave, 2nd Floor, Rutherford, NJ 07070
NMLS# 884827



As a certified senior advisor, I often receive 
frantic calls from concerned loved ones when 
they notice rapid changes in their parent’s 
behavior. Often, the signs of decline present 
themselves gradually over the course of 
months or years. At Adult Care Advisors, we 
offer free guidance to families to help them 
find the best senior care options.

Recognizing the signs of a decline can help 
keep your aging parent healthy and safe. As 
with most health-related issues, early detection 
plays an integral part in providing proper care 
and achieving optimal results.

Monitor Your Parent Using Landmark Days
Remaining objective when dealing with 
parents can prove challenging. You may find 
yourself rationalizing certain behaviors as a 
normal part of the aging process. How can 
you recognize true decline? A helpful tip is to 
monitor your parent’s behavior by focusing on 
key landmark days.

Just as you rely on landmarks while driving, 
you can use landmark days to help you track 
changes in your parent’s behavior. Landmark 
days provide a recordable pattern of behavior. 
Some examples include:

• Your mother who always prepares the 
Thanksgiving turkey tells you to make it instead.
•  Your father stops going to his weekly poker 
game.
•  Your mother forgets your birthday and your 
anniversary.  

Helpful Checklist to Identify Signs of Decline:
 
Loss of interest. Your parent no longer shows 

interest in things that always mattered. For 
example, has your meticulously organized 
mother given up on keeping a clean house? 
Does your father, an avid television watcher, no 
longer even turn on the TV? Is your glamorous 
aunt, always dressed to the nines and never 
seen without makeup, showing little interest in 
maintaining her physical appearance?

Social withdrawal. Your parent avoids 
interacting with friends and family members. For 
instance, your mother declines when you offer 
to come to her house for dinner. Your father 
rushes you off the phone. Your grandmother 
no longer wants to celebrate family birthdays 
together.

Altered sleep. Your loved one appears 
exhausted. You discover that he cannot sleep 
through the night, often waking up every few 
hours. He complains that it takes hours to fall 
asleep at night. Or, you catch him napping at 
various times throughout the day.

Erratic behavior. You know your loved one 
better than anyone. When an aging parent 
starts showing signs of erratic behavior, this can 
take an emotional toll on you. Examples include 
paranoia or hallucinations, verbal aggression, 
bouts of crying, forgetfulness, and phoning you 
throughout the day.

The above situations may indicate that your 
loved one suffers from depression or cognitive 
impairment. Although not good news, 
recognizing early signs of decline is the first step 
in helping your aging parent. Working with a 
professional adult care advisor can ease your 
burden, answer your questions, and guide you 
along the way.

Dina created Adult Care Advisors to find the most appropriate senior care options for your loved one, all at no cost to the family. She 
uses her gerontology training and years of experience to thoroughly review options and tailor recommendations. Dina will give your 
family peace of mind as she assists you through the daunting task of senior care placement. www.adultcareadvisors.com

Four signs 
oF decline 

in an aging 
parent

 Dina Frauwirth, CSA





let go oF 
selF-limiting 

Fears

Guy Finley



To really let go of our self-limiting fears 
we must first go through them – not try 
to dominate them. Fighting with fear is 
like trying to deliver a knock-out punch 
to a scary shadow. All you do is wear 
yourself out. To flatten your fears once 
and for all, you must forget about the 
idea of domination and start thinking 
about self-illumination - the miracle that 
happens within us whenever we dare 
place the wish to understand what is 
frightening us before our certainty that 
there is no other choice but to feel afraid. 
If you dare to go ahead and be just as 
frightened as you really are, but at the 
same time agree to meet these fears 
consciously, you will actually see that 
what is so shaky is not you!

The seemingly scary condition, whatever 
it may be, is not the problem. It is your 
reaction that is fearful. This is why if you 
will become conscious of your condition 
instead of afraid of it, you will change 
forever your relationship with fear. It 
is only within this special kind of inner 
relationship that there is real safety, 
because now you are interacting with 
fear in an entirely new way. You are no 
longer letting it dictate to you how to 
act or what to do. Instead, you are aware 
of the fear. You are learning to quietly 
observe and study it. And, each day, as 
you discover something new about the 
strange and shaky nature of your own 
fearful reactions, they begin to lose their 
power over you.

Why? Because you are at last seeing 
them for what they have always been: 
unintelligent mechanical forces. You are 
slowly becoming stronger than they are, 
because by seeing them as they are — 
not as they would have you see them 
— you have helped yourself to climb 
above and outside of their influence. This 
self-insight is the difference between 
trembling through your life and being in 
command of it.

To be consciously afraid means 
that you know you are frightened, 
but at the same time you know 
that these very fears, as real as 
they may seem, are not you. And 
no wrong reaction can keep you 
captive once you begin to see 
it for what it is. Fear is, and has 
always been, nothing but a self-
limiting reaction that we cling to 
in the darkness of our present 
life-level, having mistaken it for a 
shield of self-protection. But, just 
as the faintest of early morning 
sunlight can dispel the night-long 
darkness, so does the smallest of 
insights into a persistent fear lead 
to letting it go.

You can prove this powerful 
principle to yourself anytime you 
want. Just dare to proceed even 

while being afraid. But remember, 
your new aim isn’t to be courageous 
or to try and act strong in the face 
of fear. No. We’ve seen that this 
won’t work. You simply want to be 
more curious about your frightened 
thoughts and feelings than you 
want to believe in them. 

If you will follow this simple but 
higher instruction, not only will 
you start to see these habitual 
reactions that have been keeping 
you scared and running, you’ll 
actually start seeing through them. 
This is where the real miracle 
occurs. Each new insight into the 
actual nature of these negative 
reactions removes some of their 
power over you. And their loss is 
your gain. You are stronger now, 
and you know it. 

Guy Finley is the best-selling author of more than 40 books and audio albums on self-realization. He is the founder and director of Life of 
Learning Foundation, a nonprofit center for self-study in Merlin, Oregon. www.guyfinley.org

“ Fear is, and has always been, nothing 
but a selF-limiting reaction that we 

cling to in the darKness oF our present 
liFe-level, having mistaKen it For a 

shield oF selF-protection.”

LET GO OF SELF-LIMITING FEARS



Any diet can be associated with weight 
loss; the question is will it leave you 
metabolically better or worse. There 
is still controversy about low fat 
versus low carbohydrate diets. After 
reviewing the literature and comments 
and conclusions of researchers, there 
is evidence to suggest that weight 
loss for the first six months is better in 
men and women on low carbohydrate 
diets than low fat diets. All conclude 
that there are no long-term studies on 
safety or efficacy of either low fat or 
low carbohydrate diets. 

Having been an avid reader on diet 
and nutrition since medical school, 
I continually find the literature 
conflicting and confusing. However, 
after years of clinical practice  
and reading the details and debates, 

a nutrient rich, hypoallergenic, diet  
of whole, unprocessed foods  
is healthiest.

The studies demonstrate that in 
the short-term, low calorie, low 
carbohydrate diets outperform low fat 
diets in terms of weight and fat loss as 
well as lowering triglycerides, improving 
blood sugar control and insulin 
sensitivity and lowering C reactive 
protein, a biomarker of inflammation. 
These benefits are statistically 
significant, even when consuming the 
same amount of calories. The source of 
the calories has a metabolic effect. 

There was better appetite suppression 
on low carbohydrate diets thought 
to be due to higher levels of the 
ketone ß-hydroxybutyrate and the 

low glycemic nature that may prevent 
transient dips in blood sugar. The 
increase in insulin sensitivity is thought 
to be due to monounsaturated fats 
found in olive oil and nuts. These are 
metabolic advantages. 

Compared with a low-fat diet, a  
low-carbohydrate diet program had 
better participant retention and 
greater weight loss. This type of diet 
is considered an appropriate approach 
to reducing the risk of cardiovascular 
disease and type 2 diabetes and 
can reduce inflammation, which is 
responsible for  seventy-five percent 
of the degenerative diseases of  
aging. LDL levels were higher in  
the low carbohydrate group, however 
you can make this less problematic  
by reducing inflammation and  
oxidation and increasing particle  
size with the anti-inflammatory fats  
and anti-oxidant rich fruits and 
vegetables and dietary supplements. 

The maintenance phase is key.  
Eating a Mediterranean style diet high  
in fiber and monounsaturated fats,  
lots of vegetables in a rainbow of colors, 
lean protein in the form of fish and 
poultry, and some low-glycemic fruit 
has been shown to be a very healthy 
long-term strategy. Combine this with 
balancing your protein, carbohydrates 
and fats, controlling portion sizes 
and getting an exercise prescription 
for health, weight loss and more, is a 
winning formula for long term weight 
management. 

Here’s to your health! Stay tuned for 
some new weight loss solutions and 
improving your metabolism to age 
gracefully and healthfully.

Lorraine Maita, MD, is a recognized and award-winning holistic, functional and anti aging physician and author. She transforms people’s 
lives by getting to the root cause of illness using the best of science and nature. Her approach is personalized, precision medicine where 
you are treated as the unique individual you are. www.HowToLiveYounger.com

low Fat versus low 
carbohydrate: which 
is better For weight 
loss and metabolism?

Lorraine Maita, MD









Fern Weis is a parent coach and family recovery coach. She helps families with teens and young adults who are going through difficult 
situations, from homework battles to addiction recovery, and all points in between. Fern works with parents to release guilt, end en-
abling, and confidently prepare their children to reach their potential and be successful through life’s challenges. www.fernweis.com

It’s an eye-opener to realize that many 
of the ways we express ourselves use 
disempowering rather than empowering 
language.  The differences may feel 
subtle; however, the change in energy is 
noticeable.

A small change in language can initiate 
a whole new attitude. When you choose 
“I want to” over “I need to”, you’ll 
experience an energy shift and an increase 
in enthusiasm.  You may also see more 
cooperation and less resistance from your 
kids with this approach.

Disempowering language is draining and 
heavy. It can have an edge of criticism and 
judgment. It can leave us feeling guilty 
or ashamed, like a victim. Empowering 
language is inviting, and offers choice, 
opportunity and possibility.

Dan Craft, a life coach and therapist, 
offers this summary: “Language, as our 
expression of thoughts and feelings, has 
the power to transform. It’s inextricably 
linked to our view of reality…. This means 
that, just by changing our language, 
we can move from playing the victim to 
having choices, from feeling powerless to 
being in control of our life, from fear to 
love.  And we can move into action.”

Try these on for size and see if you can feel 
the difference in the energy.

DON’T         
Don’t leave your jacket on the floor.
Please hang up your jacket.

TRY
I’m going to try to meditate.
I’m going to practice meditating.

SHOULD 
I really should make a list to keep track of 
things.
I plan to make a list.

OUGHT 
You ought to eat more vegetables.
What if you were to eat one extra bite of 
vegetables?

HAVE TO 
I have to do 30 minutes of writing a day.
I want to write for 30 minutes a day.

NEVER 
You never put your dirty clothes in the 
laundry.
Dirty clothes will be washed when they’re 
in the hamper.

ALWAYS
You’re always late getting ready for school.
Mornings have been difficult lately.

MUST 
I must exercise every morning.
I choose to exercise in the morning.

Those capitalized words can trigger 
defensiveness and resistance. You 
certainly see it in your kids. Notice your 
reactions to your own self-talk, too. Does 
your language encourage you to take 
action, or does it make those actions feel 
burdensome? Are you using language that 
motivates or the language of obligation?

Empowering language indicates intention 
and desire.  Disempowering language 
drains your energy and makes you dread 
what’s in front of you, waiting to be 
accomplished.  Your words are POWERful. 
Choose to make them emPOWERing.

energiZe 
with 

empowering 
language

Fern Weis









Let’s make some time for play! Wow, talk 
about a subject that our culture doesn’t 
support or nurture. Think about it…
when was the last time you encouraged 
a friend, student, co-worker or, heaven 
forbid, yourself to plug some fun time 
into an overly busy schedule?

It’s practically unheard of any more. 
We’ve all been socialized to believe that 
it’s much more acceptable, admirable 
and impressive to always be working 
toward the newest goal, next major 
purchase, or big promotion than it is to 
take time for fun or play. We may even 
recall been shamed for playing while 
there was work to be done. 

These days being overwhelmed, 
overscheduled and exhausted is 
practically a status symbol. We all seem 

to lead frantic lifestyles, rushing from 
one meeting, event and commitment to 
another. We’ve convinced ourselves that 
our self worth is somehow tied to our 
busyness, our level of productivity and 
our proud proclamations about the size of 
our critical task list (this must mean we’re 
important, right?) Have we forgotten we 
are human beings, not human doings? 
We think the more we knock off our To 
Do list each day, the better we will feel…
but do we, really?

The fact is, play is imperative and 
incredibly restorative. According to Dr. 
Stuart Brown, author of PLAY, How it 
Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination 
and Invigorates the Soul, “the opposite 
of play is not work - the opposite of play 
is depression.” He goes on to say, “in the 
long run, work does not work without 
play.” 

Play is defined as purposeless fun. 
Without it, we lose our spontaneity and 
creativity. Play is as essential to our health 
and overall functioning, as adequate rest 
is to our bodies. Science has already 
proven that lack of sleep is a major 
contributor to many serious and chronic 
health issues. Despite this knowledge, 

many people still put proper rest on the 
bottom of the priority list, opting instead 
to squeeze more productivity into each 
day.  

If we can’t seem to schedule proper sleep 
into our days, how do we reframe our 
mindset to embrace play? Dr. Brown’s 
book is certainly a good start and a 
worthwhile piece but it’s safe to say most 
of us won’t make time to read it.

Perhaps we need to conduct our own 
personal investigation in order to truly 
grasp the positive impact of play on our 
lives. After all, explaining or reading 
about play isn’t the same as experiencing 
it. 

Try this eye opening experiment. I’ve 
assigned this query to many clients with 
amazing results and I invite you to do the 
same: Intentionally and regularly plug 
play into your busy schedule for the next 
few months. See how differently you feel; 
pay close attention to your experiences, 
the quality of your sleep and your overall 
outlook on life. I suspect you’ll be 
pleasantly surprised to find your stress 
levels dropping without sacrificing any 
productivity. Game on!

Linda Mitchell, a professional Transition Coach, is founder of LIVING INSPIRED Coaching and Linda Mitchell Coaching. She has been 
practicing in the healing arts for over 20 years, operating from a deep desire to empower people to move through life’s many challenges 
with ease and grace. Her unique “Reinvention Program” helps people gain clarity on their next steps and allows them to define, create 
and truly live the life they desire. www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com  

the power 
oF play

Linda Mitchell





In last month’s article we became aware of 
our inner critic or our Voice of Judgment 
(VOJ) as we formally call it in The Creative 
Insight Journey class that I teach. In review, 
the VOJ is based on fear, doubt, blaming, 
and it always gets us all worked up into a 
tizzy.

Now we want to learn to not only identify 
but also empower that other inner voice 
which we call our Voice of Wisdom (VOW).  
A significant difference is that when we 
listen to our VOW, we are logical and 
constructive. We have no emotional 
charge; instead, we come from a place of 
objectivity and calmness. Our VOW offers 

us solutions, encourages us to grow and 
try new experiences. 

Let’s see how each voice responds by 
using the following example. You have a 
project due on a certain date but you keep 
putting it off. Your VOJ may say, “You’re 
lazy. You’re such a procrastinator. What’s 
wrong with you? You never get anything 
done.” All it does is make you feel terrible. 
Now your VOW truthfully identifies the 
fact that you procrastinate; but, instead of 
putting you down, it offers solutions like, 
“You know you have some issues with time 
management, so it may be helpful for you 
to get an assistant a couple times a week 
to keep you on task.” Or “Let’s write on 
the calendar what you need to do on a 
daily basis so we better understand our 
timeframe.”  This example demonstrates 
how each voice responses very differently.

When we tune into our VOW, we grow. So 
when you begin hearing your VOJ and get 
all worked up, take out a piece of paper, 
write the issue at the top, then draw a line 
down the middle of the paper and label 
one side the VOJ and the other VOW.  List 
three obnoxious comments coming from 
your VOJ, then on the other side write 
what your VOW says in direct response. 

Envision a tennis match and your goal 
is for your VOW to win.  When we listen 
to our VOW, we flourish and live more 
peacefully.

Remember your VOW is based on 
curiosity and compassion. Therefore, 
anytime you judge yourself, get curious 
and ask yourself: Who said that to me? 
Why do I think that I’m unworthy? 
Where does that come from? The 
sheer fact that you are noticing this 
judgment and getting curious about it, 
dismantles its negative charge. Then 
once you determine how that belief got 
into your head, be objective as well as 
compassionate as you learn to respond 
to it. 

Overall empowering our VOW doesn’t 
happen overnight. It takes consistent 
awareness and patience. So next 
time your VOJ gets charged up, you 
will know how to quiet it by mindfully 
calling on, listening to and empowering 
your VOW. Remember it’s our VOW 
speaking when we are moving forward 
with an inner sense of calmness and a 
solution. Lastly, when you allow your 
VOW to win, you will ultimately live 
more vibrantly. 

Amy Collins, founder of Create Clarity, offers workshops to help individuals clarify who they are, re-awaken their intuition and make a 
transformational shift to live a more vibrant life. Learning these practical tools is empowering. Once learned, these tools last forever. 
Amy is a certified Creative Insight Journey Instructor and has an MSEd. www.createclarity.net

empowering 
our inner 
voice oF 
wisdom

Amy Collins
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When I tell people I’m a 
professional organizer, they often 
say, “Oh I know what I have to do. 
I just don’t have the time to do it!” 
I say, “All we have is time. We have 
the choice as to how to spend it. 
Let’s start with making the time to 
organize, so you can do the things 
you really love to do!” Remember 
just one word - DEAR.  

Delegate
This is a difficult skill. We like 
things done our way, on our 
schedules. We think it will take 
longer to show someone how to 
do something than it would to do 
it ourselves. Maybe. If we teach 
someone how to do something, 
then trust that it will be done, 
even if not done our way, then we 
free ourselves up to do what only 
we can do. 

The person we’ve delegated  
to now has a new skill that  
she or he can use going forward, 
has ownership of the task, and 
can add his or her own talents 
to make the result even better.  
Ask yourself:

•   What do I have to do myself?
•    What can someone else do for 
me?

•   Who can I call on?
•  What is my budget (time, 
energy, money) – i.e., what is the 
cost to me if I do it myself versus 
someone else doing it?

Eliminate
We have high expectations 
for ourselves. We want to do 
everything and do it right. We want 
to live up to others’ expectations 
of us, or what we perceive those 
expectations to be – think the 
“perfect” Thanksgiving. What 
makes it perfect? Taking a long, 
hard look at what we do and why 
we do it can reveal some hidden 
assumptions we didn’t even know we 
had. Ask yourself:

• What can be done less well?
•  What does not have to be done 

at all?

Automate
Necessity is the mother of invention 
and laziness is the father. We  
are blessed to live in a society 
in which so much is done for us,  
we can fix it and forget it, to  
allow us more free time to do  
the things we love. Think about 
all of the conveniences we take 
for granted: washing machines, 
dishwashers, slow-cookers, online 
banking. There are apps that are 
designed to help us use our time 
more effectively.Try them. Some 
things that can be automated, both 
low and high tech:

•  Grocery and household product 
delivery

•   Direct deposit and bill paying
•   Dry cleaning and laundry pickup 

and delivery
•  Data backup
•  Filtering emails
•  Social media posts
•  Sending greeting cards
•  Menu planning

Re-evaluate
The only constant is change. Nothing 
ever stays static. People grow. Our 
lifestyles and needs change over 
time. Routines and systems have to 
change and grow as well. A periodic 
look at what we’re doing and how 
we’re doing it is sometimes needed 
to make sure we’re using our time 
and resources in the wisest way 
possible. Ask yourself:

•  Have my needs, interests, and 
skills  changed?

•  Has my energy level or mobility 
changed?

•  Has my support system changed?

Taking the time to think about how 
we spend our time can yield even 
more time to do the things that feed  
our souls.

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD® is the chief executive organizer of Let’s Get Organized, LLC, an award-winning professional organizing 
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey. Gayle is the creator of the Make Space for Blessings™ system. LGO works with busy families 
to help them find more time, space, money, and energy and connect their lives to their core values through being organized.  
www.LGOrganized.com

Four steps to 
reclaiming 

your time

Gayle M. Gruenberg

FOUR STEPS TO RECLAIMING YOUR TIME



My Mission as the “Keep Calm” Mentor is to Share with You 
the Tools for More Health & Success in YOUR Life

Do you want any of these? 

q self esteem

q a strong body

q to savor your senses

q a green organized environment 

q increased energy and productivity

q mindfulness

q a positive outlook

q more gratitude in your life

q the dynamics of successful living

q the experience of beauty & harmony

Contact Information
Go to www.wellnessagenda.com
q For my free gift to you

q To sign up for a complimentary mini session

q To schedule me for an appearance/consult

Availability
Global and Nationwide by arrangement
Based out of South Orange, New Jersey

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT

Women  
Living Consciously

Pathways to Vibrant 
Health & Well-Being

Relax…Feel Great!  
Video Download 

“Miriam can be of great value to the general public and serve 
us all well in this time of transition and change.”Denise Yamada, TV news anchor KFMB

“The results were astounding. As Miriam placed her hands on him, 
he experienced relief from physical and mental anxiety. He had an 
over all feeling of physical well being, mental clarity and calmness. 
He felt invigorated and energized.”Judith Lutz, R.N. Charge Nurse in Radiation Oncology

Medical University of South Carolina

If so, let me help you – or your group – with the powerful skills, 
programs and wisdoms I have pioneered over a lifetime. They have kept 
me feeling great and looking young, even now as a boomer.

The founder of The Wellness Agenda, I am the ‘Keep Calm’ Mentor who travels 
globally/serves personally in the mind body spirit field. As an author, consultant, 
speaker, healer and media producer, I have helped countless people.

For over 35 years I have created wellness programs for individuals and 
organizations, most notably the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the United 
Nations. With a dual Masters from Brown University, I appear on TV and all 
media platforms. A #1 Best Selling author –twice, I am a public speaker who 
leads meditations. 

As a certified Reiki Master Teacher, my psychic energy work moves clients from 
dis-ease to integral health and from fear to success. I create positive change 
through my techniques and curated strategies that transform lives.



Renee “The Boss” Gambino is a business and sales strategist, speaker and certified thinking into results consultant. She helps 
entrepreneurs, team leaders and sales professionals go from hardworking to high achieving. www.reneegambino.com 

getting 
more time, 
money and 
satisFaction 
out oF  
your day

Renee Gambino

Are you using your favorite device 
to calendar up to keep track of your 
appointments and to do’s or are you 
leveraging your schedule to make power 
moves? 

I completely understand the value of 
showing up, being on time, and getting 
things done. Without my Google Calendar, 
people would think I was a total mess for 
good reason. I WOULD be a mess without 
it. I imagine losing my device on hand and 
the paralyzing effect of not knowing what to 
do next kicking in. That’s an entrepreneur’s 
reoccurring nightmare. 

Determine the most effective and essential 
action you can take each day to hit your end 
of year goals. That’s your power move. This 
becomes your priority and non-negotiable 
daily action.

Power moves can be recognized in blocks 
of time. For example, your power move is 
having three sales conversations each day. 
That could look like three 30 minute blocks. 
That would be considered one, 90-minute 
power move. 

The big takeaway here is the ability to state 
your end goal with superior clarity. This 
may take more strategic, creative thinking 
and blueprinting than you’ve done before. 
I find this to be a major player for business 
owners and across teams. Lack of a clear 

end goal leads to slow growth and 
kicking the can of initiatives down the 
road. 

The emotional fallout of over 
scheduled, under achieving, feels like 
you’re treading water and “getting 
through the day”. This can be 
drastically reduced by committing to 
daily power moves. Your calendar will 
become a force to be reckoned with 
when it’s not getting eaten up by tasks 
that have very little to do with the big 
picture.  

I’m fully aware that we have things 
that must get done, like it or not. And, 
I promise if you start a one power 
move per day practice, you will see an 
immediate change in what you get to 
achieve and how well you’ll sleep at 

night. Saying no to what’s not essential 
to meet your goals makes you more 
valuable to others, relevant in your 
industry and fulfilled in your life. 

Try the one power move per day 
approach. Do it for seven days. Then 
take it to two power moves per day for 
seven days. Then go to three. Within 
30 days you will experience the key to 
more time and higher achieving. 

What doesn’t get you to your goals 
will drop off your calendar organically. 
Saying no will get a whole lot easier. 
You’ll change your income. You’ll be 
known as someone who can make 
things happen. People will want to 
know you, do business with you, and 
hang out with you when you become 
a power mover.





Suzanne Tregenza Moore helps coaches and consultants build their businesses online and off using her Socialize Mesmerize & 
Monetize™ System. Her no-nonsense straight talk, clear, concise direction and technical know-how provide the support her clients need 
and want to get out of their own way and take the necessary actions that get them clients and build their email marketing list.  
www.SuzanneTMoore.com 

At least once per week I speak with an 
entrepreneur who wants to create group 
programs. They tell me that they see others 
making “passive income” and wish to do 
the same. They think the only learning 
curve they need to overcome in order to 
create, market and succeed with them is 
the technology. 

They are often wrong and getting ahead of 
themselves. 

If a group program is the next item on your 
to-do list in your coaching, consulting or 
healing business, consider whether you are 
really ready for one, or if you might also be 
getting ahead of yourself. Here are a few 
questions to ask yourself:

Do you have experience providing a 
systemized solution consistently to one-
on-one clients?
If you have worked with numerous clients 
helping them solve the same issues in 
the same way, it may be time for a group 
program. Groups work best when the 
members need the same material served 

up in the same order. Conversely they 
can be challenging to succeed with if your 
clients tend to need different solutions, or 
need them in a different order. 

Knowing what they need often comes from 
repetition of the one-on-one experience. 
If you have not yet honed your system by 
working one-on-one it may be too soon for 
a group program. 

Do you have an email-marketing list of 
individuals who may be ready to work 
with you? 
Far too often, entrepreneurs come to me 
insisting they are ready to market a group 
program. They consistently want 10 to 20 
people in it. Unfortunately, they rarely have 
an email-marketing list that will support 
that large a group. 

Typical sales rates for online programs 
to an existing list are about one to two 
percent of the list. That means in order to 
have 10 people join a program you need a 
list of about 1,000 people. If you are not yet 
there, you are not likely to get the numbers 

you want in your program. 

Do you have the technology and skill 
with it yourself, or team to support you, 
for delivering it? 
While a group program can be run using 
fairly simple technology, if you are not 
a “techie” person you might be easily 
overwhelmed. You will need a way to 
deliver materials to your group; most likely 
it will not be as simple as attaching files to 
an email. 

If you aren’t clear on the mechanics 
necessary to deliver a group program or 
if you are generally uncomfortable with 
new technology, you will want to get 
some support in place before you start 
marketing. Seek out a virtual assistant, or 
get recommendations from those you know 
who are already successfully delivering 
programs online.

There is nothing more disheartening than 
marketing a group program that falls flat. 
Be sure the right elements are in place 
before jumping into the endeavor!

is your 
business 
ready For 
group 
program 
oFFerings?

Suzanne Tregenza Moore

IS YOUR BUSINESS READY FOR GROUP PROGRAM OFFERINGS?





Arlene Vasquez Washburn is a leader in the matchmaking industry and CEO of the Matchmaking Institute in New York City. She is a 
speaker and a mentor, trainer, and consultant for other matchmakers.  www.arlenevasquezwashburn.com 
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goes a  

long way
the adventures 

oF dating a single 
parent

If you are dating or about to date a 
single parent, you are set to embark 
on an adventure of sorts. Besides 
the possibility of falling in love, your 
experience will include some twists and 
turns along the way- they don’t have to 
be dangerous, but here are some ways 
to be prepared for the road ahead.

Single parents often live by their 
calendars. It’s hard to date flying by 
the seat of your pants, and it’s even 
tougher to do when you have kids. 
Custodial weekends, kid’s activities, 
drop offs, pickups and babysitters all 
have to be coordinated in advance. 
That means making plans for the 
last minute date might not always be 
possible, especially if you are dating the 
parent with primary custody - he or she 
has the children most of the time. What 
can you do? Try to plan in advance, 
give the parent time to arrange for 
someone to watch the children and be 
understanding when the response to 
your invitation is, “I’m sorry, I can’t.” 

Expect the unexpected. Even though 
many single parents have very carefully 
organized calendars to get their 
children to and from activities and 
the other parent’s home, that doesn’t 
mean wrenches won’t get thrown into 
plans. The ex might have something 
come up and not be able to take the 
children on the designated day, the 
kids could get sick, or the babysitter 

might fall through. Be understanding if 
this happens - it’s as frustrating for your 
partner as it is for you. 

Don’t sweat the ex. When children 
are involved, exes are linked. While the 
children are still school age, you may 
have to be in the presence of the ex at 
the kid’s events, sports games, parties, 
pickups or drop offs. You can keep your 
distance to minimize awkwardness, or 
you can choose to be friendly so the ex 
recognizes you’re not the enemy. 

Saying goodbye can be a bummer. 
It’s not easy to say goodbye to 
one’s children and not see them for 
two weeks, a week, or even just a 
weekend sometimes. Expect some 
sad moments when the single parent 
you are dating must drop off the 
kids to the other parent and be away 
from them. It’s a genuine heartache 
that the parent might feel every 
time this happens. What can you do? 
Acknowledge his or her feelings; they 
need encouraging words and positive 
thoughts to get them through to the 
next time they are with their children. 
Plan a fun date to keep your partner 
from feeling sad. 

Dating a single parent does have its 
snags, but a little mental preparedness 
goes a long way. When finding that right 
person in your life, you should discover 
that the efforts are worth the reward. 

Arlene Vasquez Washburn





 

HELP ME TO HELP YOU 

What are your personal concerns? 

  Aching Legs/Feet 

  Acne 

  Age Spots 

  Antioxidant Protection 

  Arthritis or Joint Aches 

 Dry Cracked Heals/Elbows 

 Dry, Flakey or Scaly Skin 

 Dry or Darkness Under Eyes 

 Exhaustion or Fatigue 

 Facial Elasticity 

 Family History of Cancer 

 Fine/Deep Lines/Wrinkles 

 Heart Disease 

 Immune Protection 

 Large Pores 

 Loss of Skin Radiance 

 Loss of Skin Tone/Texture 

 Nutrition 

 Oily Skin 

 Rough/Ruddy Complexion 

 Stress 

 Sun Damage 

 Thinning Hair/Lashes 

 Weight Loss  

 Would you like to know about personalized 

skincare without preservatives? 
 

 

 
 

                                                  
[1] Check off your 

concerns 

 

[2] Prioritize your 
concerns  

 

[3] Contact me for a 
FREE consultation 

 

 
JOANNE FERRERI  

TOTALWELLNESS 
908-581-9254 

totalwellness.nsproducts.com 

ferreri.joanne@gmail.com 
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Cielo Consulting brings your company’s story to life through a multi-tiered approach. With a special 
focus on lifestyle, luxury, beauty and hospitality, we offer public relations  and  marketing services to 
small businesses and big brands worldwide.  

o Media relations 

o Social media strategies 

o Strategic partnerships 

o Retail marketing 

o Marketing collateral 
	

@CieloConsulting  ·  www.cieloconsulting.biz  ·  info@cieloconsulting.biz  ·  646.357.0428 
	



Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me Social Media Consulting. She works with individuals, small and mid-sized businesses, helping 
them navigate and market using the numerous social media platforms. www.BestToFollowMe.com

summer 
social media 

saFety tips

Patricia Singer Hooray! Summer is finally here! Warm 
weather, picnics, trips to the beach, 
vacation! All wonderful things that you 
want to share on your social media. Before 
you do, think before you post. There could 
be people out there who would love to 
take advantage of you and your family. 
Here are some social media safety tips to 
keep in mind when you are out and about 
this summer.

Do not post vacation pictures until 
you return home. When you go away 
on vacation you want to show everyone 
how much fun you are having. When you 
post that you are away, the information 
could end up in the wrong hands. Alerting 
burglars that your house is being left 
unattended for a week or two is an open 
invitation for them to come and rob you. I 
know it’s hard, but try to save posting your 
vacation pictures until after you get home. 

Don’t check into places that are away 
from home. Visiting historical landmarks, 
amusement parks or great restaurants? 
Don’t check in to these places on your 
social media. Once again, people who 
want to target vacationers can find out 
exactly where you are. There are plenty 
of bad people out there who may want 
to take your wallet, steal your phone or 
heaven forbid take your children when 
you are distracted and not paying close 
attention. You are on vacation, your wallet 
is full, either with cash or credit cards that 

could be taken without you noticing right 
away.

Be in the moment! You are on vacation. 
Disconnect and enjoy every moment with 
your trip mates. Look around, enjoy the view 
and make memories. Looking at your phone 
constantly instead of paying attention to the 
people, places and things in your travels will 
not let you be in the moment. As Ferris Bueller 
said, “Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop 
and look around once in a while, you could 
miss it.”

If you are driving, stay off your phone! 
Cruising down the highway in a convertible 
with the top down, your hair blowing in the 
warm summer breeze is a great feeling! Enjoy 
the feeling and don’t indulge in a selfie. It is 
dangerous and you want to be around for the 
next big trip!

Life is for the living. Grab your shorts, flip flops, 
tank tops, bathing suit, sunscreen and enjoy 
the weather. If you are traveling with your 
children, encourage them to put their phones 
or tablets away too. Of course, they will moan 
and groan and give you a hard time, but once 
the phone is away, magical things happen. 
They will start talking! They will immerse 
themselves in the activity, the scenery and 
atmosphere. And, lo and behold, they will 
forget about the phone and have fun!

Have a great summer and be sure to post all 
about it…AFTER you get home!





After studying at one of the most well-known sales institutes in the country, earning a B.A. in Communications & Professional Sales while 
gaining hands-on experience in marketing, public relations, website design and social media, Danielle Grosso made her debut in the 
Real Estate industry. Motivated by her strong desire to have a positive impact on her clients and her passion and love for the business, 
Danielle maintains extremely high service standards, impeccable integrity, and an approach that allows her clients a seamless, stress free 
real estate experience. www.daniellegrosso.kw.com

real estate 
agent versus 

For sale by 
owner

Danielle Grosso Are you thinking about selling your home 
in this current real estate market, and 
have considered doing it on your own, 
without hiring a real estate agent? You’re 
not alone. It is common for homeowners 
to contemplate listing their home 
themselves, until they realize the obstacles 
commonly associated with doing this. In 
fact, in 2016, studies show that 96 percent 
of For Sale by Owner’s ended up listing 
their home with a real estate agent after 
their home sat on the market and didn’t 
receive any offers.

When selling your home on your own 
without a realtor, some of the most 
common setbacks are:

• The lack of exposure of your property
• Improper marketing strategies
• Difficulty in negotiation process
• Contracts and legality issues

Because of the challenges listed above, 
amongst several others, homeowners 
usually net less money in the sale of their 

home, spend an enormous amount of time 
on the transaction, and undergo intense 
periods of stress and chaos throughout 
the process.

When you hire the right agent to sell your 
home, he or she will make sure that each 
of these strategies are executed to their 
fullest ability, ensuring that you will not run 
into the issue of your home sitting on the 
market, without any offers. Additionally, 
with an agent’s extensive marketing 
strategies, negotiation skills, real estate 
connections, and market knowledge, 
you will likely end up walking away from 
the transaction receiving more money, 
spending a minimal amount of time on the 
sale process, and having zero headaches.  

Consider letting the professionals do 
their job, while you focus on the activities 
in your daily life, and plan for life after 
the sale. This will make selling your 
home an enjoyable experience, stress 
free, seamless experience, rather than a 
dreaded, confusing, disordered one. 



THE PEACE WITHIN SPA & WELLNESS CENTER

63 Beaver Brook Road Suite 105
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035

973-872-6600

nancy@thepeacewithinspa.com

www.thepeacewithinspa.com

RECONNECTIVE HEALING
A return to an optimal state of balance. It is the result of interacting 
with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing spectrum of 
frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

NANCY BARRETT MERCEDES BARRETT

OUR SERVICES CONTACT US

FOLLOW US

MASSAGE
We o�er a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage 
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal 
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual 
Lymphatic Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage, 
Reflexology, & Mindful Massage.

ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors 
who have completed the spiritual counseling program o�ered 
by the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by 
Doreen Virtue.

DOTERRA OILS
In addition to proprietary essential oil blends, dōTERRA product 
o�erings include nutritional, spa, and healthy living products 
based on essential oil technologies and a comprehensive wellness 
philosophy.

The Peace Within Spa 
And Wellness Center

What is Reconnective Healing?

Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is the 
result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing 
spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

It’s tangible, measurable… you can actually feel it. At The Peace Within 
Spa & Wellness Center, we o�er a diverse range of services to suit your 
individual needs. Group classes and workshops are also o�ered on a variety 
of topics including meditation & self reliance. For questions, pricing, or more 
information please contact us. 

40$

I N T R O D U CTO N  
O F F E R

ONE HOUR SWEDISH OR 
DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

PLUS TAX



In its passion, anger pushes away, 
condemns, and makes everything wrong 
except itself.

None of us want to admit that we get 
irritated, bitchy, or lose our temper. 
We much prefer to think of ourselves 
as wonderfully tolerant and serene. Yet 
getting angry can arise out of nowhere 
and often out-stays its welcome, like 
an unwanted guest that moves into our 
house. 

Anger may be an effective demand for 
justice, for basic rightness, and for what is 
appropriate and humane. But it can also 
be like a single match that burns down an 
entire forest, causing tremendous damage 
and hurt. It can make enemies out of 
friends or family, can lead to greed and 
self-deception, or cause wars. The fallout 
can be huge and we may have no control 
over the repercussions.

So how do we deal with this intruder, this 
thief that steals our sanity? How do we 
let anger know that this is not the way 
we want to live, that enough is enough? 

Soon after Nelson Mandela was  
released, Bill Clinton asked if he was 
angry when he walked away from 27 
years in jail. 

“Surely,” Clinton said, “You must have 
felt some anger?” Mandela agreed that, 
yes, alongside the joy of being free, he 
also felt great anger. “But,” he said, “I 
valued my freedom more. I knew that if 
I expressed my anger I would still be a 
prisoner.”

As psychotherapist Deepesh Faucheaux 
says, “Ducks don’t do anger. Ducks fight 
over a piece of bread and then they just 
swim away.”  For, although we may have 
a good reason to be angry, retaliation 
just gets us into further negativity. 

There’s no compromise with anger, no 
chance for dialogue, just I am right and 
you are wrong. This puts our heart out 
of reach, we lose touch with our feelings 
and connection with each other. In our 
longing to reconnect we end up hurling 
abuse instead. And yet we are the ones 

who suffer the most, particularly from 
the affects of anger in ourselves. Only by 
going beneath anger do we get to see 
whether there is hurt, grief, or fear trying 
to make itself heard, for invariably anger 
is a hidden cry for love. 

Trying to eradicate anger is like 
trying to box with our own shadow: it 
doesn’t work. Getting rid of it implies 
either expressing it and creating 
untold emotional damage, denying its 
existence, or repressing it until it erupts 
at a later time. Instead, making friends 
with anger is like growing roses out 
of rotting compost, using the passion 
without the destruction. 

By naming and recognizing the  
many faces of anger, we can stay  
present with it as it arises, keeping 
the heart open, breathing, watching 
emotions come up and pass through. 
Often anger has little to do with another 
person but more with our expectations 
and needs. We can watch as anger fills 
the mind and makes such a song and 
dance, and we can just keep breathing 
and watching as it goes on it’s merry 
way. We can see it, name it, breathe into 
it. As you breathe, silently repeat: soft 
belly, open heart, soft belly.

Ed and Deb Shapiro are authors of many books. Deb is the author of Your Body Speaks Your Mind, now in 19 languages. They have 
three meditation CDs. www.EdandDebShapiro.com

ducKs don’t 
do anger

Ed and Deb Shapiro





Denise Hansard is a former corporate pricing expert turned motivational speaker & life coach with a Masters in counseling who has 
coached hundreds of women to make 6 figures, find the love of their life and get super healthy. She does this through group & private 
coaching, immersion retreats and motivational speaking. Author of the book Suffering in Comfort, she is an expert in transformation. 
www.DeniseHansard.com

Journaling, writing letters, keeping dairies 
are forms of an age-old practice dating 
back as early as 10th century Japan. They 
are an ancient form of recording memories, 
events, thoughts, ideas used by many 
throughout centuries and into today.

Thomas Edison was a master of journaling. 
He had 3,500 notebooks (found after his 
death) with ideas, thoughts, pictures, 
etc., in which he captured his moments 
of brilliance. This practice is what 
helped him to manifest all of his visions 
- his experiments. Writing was key to his 
genius and all that he created. 

Pen to paper is a life changing tool.

As a young girl, I kept that infamous 
locked dairy where all of my angst, 
heartbreak, loves, hopes and dreams 
were expressed. As I have gotten older, I 
keep a different type of journal ... a vision 
journal. This is where I write down my 
vision for the life I am creating, personally 
and professionally. I no longer write down 
the heartaches of life, I write my life as 
if it has already happened imprinting in 
my subconscious mind the possibilities of 
all that is. Looking back at some of the 
visions I wrote down and have created is 
amazing and quite satisfying. 

When we look at the science behind 
journaling, it shows that the simple process 
of writing accesses your left brain, the 
analytical and rational portion of you. While 
your left brain is occupied, your right brain 
is free to create, intuit and feel. 

Literally writing/journaling by hand uses 
both sides of the brain removing mental 
blocks and allowing you to use all of your 
brainpower to better understand yourself, 
others and the world around you. The 
bottom line is you become a creator of your 
life simply by journaling. You gain clarity 
and focus. You begin to know yourself 
better. You solve problems with ease. You 
get your emotions out, literally, which in 
turn reduces your stress levels. 

Why journal? Why not? It is a great process 
to manifest the life you would love to life. 
Take that next step in your journey for 
keeping your visions, your intentions for 
the year. Get a journal, one that speaks to 
you with beauty and efficiency. Each day, 
block 15 minutes of writing time on your 
calendar. Be positive. Don’t criticize, just 
write. Be disciplined in your writing as it is 
a habit you create. A habit which will help 
you to see your growth, your creations. This 
is a habit you want to keep. It worked for 
Edison, why not you?

write it 
down: 

journaling

Denise Hansard





selF-conFidence is a 
major Key to a 
FulFilling liFe

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT



Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT, is a best-selling author and expert in mind body spirit work, sharing the techniques for integral health and reali-
zation she has pioneered.  The “Keep Calm” Mentor creates programs for organizations, i.e. the MET and the UN, appears on TV and all 
media.  A Reiki Master, her psychic energy work and global wisdoms transform lives. www.wellnessagenda.com

Self-confidence is integral to every aspect 
of your life: from building a satisfying rela-
tionship, to creating a business, or reach-
ing a personal goal. Your self-esteem is 
boosted by your own self–confidence and 
this then allows you to succeed. When you 
have self-esteem you believe that you are 
worthy and have value. You feel more as-
sured and can move to a more positive 
future.

You trust your abilities and actions. You 
trust that you can accomplish various tasks 
even during possible setbacks or in stress-
ful situations. Even if you aren’t the best at 
one activity, you can still be self-confident 
because you don’t dwell on the negatives 
or don’t see that activity as important to 
you.

Self-confidence is a wonderful trait to 
have because it leads to success in all ar-
eas in your life, such as having a good job, 
getting married or completing personal 

goals. Believing you can do something, 
no matter the circumstances, increases 
your abilities to accomplish certain tasks. 
Self-confidence can even increase your 
performance, positively leading you to 
great success and fulfillment.

Here are some reasons why self-confi-
dence is important:

Your stress reduces. 
Building up your self-confidence will re-
duce stress because you won’t have any 
more negative thoughts floating around. A 
lack of self-confidence can be quite stress-
ful. People who lack self-confidence will 
dwell or stress over their abilities. Stress-
ing over what you can and can’t do won’t 
lead you to success. In fact, it will make you 
avoid the things you need to do to accom-
plish it.
 
You feel more powerful. 
Self-confidence instills in you a belief that 

you can take on any challenge. It can give 
you a feeling of being powerful. This is 
important to success because you believe 
that even during difficult times you can 
solve a problem or complete a task. You 
have no negative thoughts preventing you.
 
Your perseverance increases. 
Self-confidence won’t prevent you from 
failing, but it will give you the ability to 
push through it. Failing isn’t always a bad 
thing. It can actually be a great way to 
learn. If you stop doing things based on of 
a fear of failing, you will never know wheth-
er you can actually do it or not. Self-con-
fidence will give you the knowledge that 
you will survive, no matter what.

Fulfillment is different for each person. 
Success to you might be walking five miles 
each day, buying your first car or writing 
that book. The one thing that can lead 
to a fulfilling life for everyone is having  
self-confidence.

SELF CONFIDENCE IS A MAJOR KEY TO A FULFILLING LIFE



six tips to 
selecting 

a great 
cash Flow

 partner

Vito Mazza



Consider total Return On Investment 
(ROI), not just initial price
The collection percentage charged by an 
agency is just one factor to consider when 
deciding which partner to choose.  While 
it may be tempting to compare agencies 
based solely on that percentage, what’s 
most important is how much cash they 
actually put back into your wallet.  A low 
agency percentage incentivizes work on 
easy to collect debt and may mean that 

other debt is ignored.  In fact, a collection 
agency with a low fee rate and a low 
collection percentage won’t give as high a 
return as an agency with a higher fee rate 
and better recovery rate. Take a look at 
this example:

Even though Agency A charges a much 
lower fee rate, Agency B would still be a 

better choice because the cash returned 
to the company is higher.

Insist on Great Customer Service
Modern agencies focus on making it 
easier for clients to pay through multiple 
channels, payment plans, and early 
intervention.  Look for a partner that 
can help you supplement your in-house 
process with payment notices early in the 
life cycle of a debt, which enhances ROI.

Outstanding customer service means 
ensuring that calls are made from a 
“domestic” collection office.  Off-shore 
outsourcing should not be used in  
the collection industry.  Domestic call 
centers pay dividends in both collection 
results and customer satisfaction.  Avoid 
debtor complaints by partnering with 
an agency that has a local or national 
presence.

Find Partners, Not Just Collectors
Your collection agency partner should 
work with you to develop a system for 
managing you’re A/R to increase your 
bottom line. Agents are experts at debt 
recovery, and can train your staff to 
improve your in-house collection efforts.  
Agencies will help you to institute pre-
collection measures that send out payment 
reminders at regular intervals.

Look at Their Track Record
Ask for referrals from organizations 
or individuals that would know best. 
Collection laws vary from industry to 
industry, so it makes sense to find an 
agency with experience in your specific 
field.  They will often be better equipped 
to deal with your industry’s unique 
challenges and use that information to 
improve recovery while maintaining a 
compliance system.

Check for Required Licensing
Under collection agency laws, agencies 
must be licensed to practice in  
the state in which debts are located.  
For businesses that deal only with in-
state clients, a collection agency with 
a local license is fine. If your business  
deals nationally, you will need  
a collection agency that’s licensed 
to practice in all areas where your 
customers live.

Evaluate Reporting
A common pitfall of many collection 
agencies is a failure to regularly 
report collection rates.  You should  
expect access to an online portal  
where you can view recovery rates at 
any time from any device. The right 
collection company will do wonders for 
your cash flow.  

AGENCY A B

Percentage 
Charged

12% 40%

Recovery Rate 7% 25%

Amount Recovered 
out $50K in debt

$3,500 $12,500

Cash Returned to 
the Business

$3080 $7500

Vito Mazza is a Cash Flow Specialist at Kinum, Inc. www.Kinum.com

SIX STEPS TO SELECTING A GREAT CASH FLOW PARTNER



When I was young and my parents were 
aging, they would say “vecchia”. This is 
Italian for aging. They would blame all 
their illnesses on “vecchia”.  It was natural 
to get sick as you aged. Right? Well, 
maybe then. When my parents turned 
50, they were old. As a smart teen, I was 
checking out nursing facilities. No doubt 
they would need one soon.

This year I celebrated the 39th anniversary 
of my 21st birthday. Not only was I NOT 
checking out nursing homes for myself, 
but I spent a wonderful action filled day 
with my son in New York City. It included 
walking over 10 hours most of the length 
of the city. So what did I have? A magic 
pill? Had I discovered the fountain of 
youth? Maybe.

Last year I decided to have a physical. Not 
because I felt bad, I just hadn’t had one in 
a few years, maybe more than a few. After 
I was finished, the very well respected and 
accomplished medical physician sat down 
next to me with a blank pad and pen. 
He glanced at the nutritional products I 
brought to show him. He looked me in 
the eye and said, “Tell me what you are 
doing? What’s your day like?”

I smiled and curiously questioned, 
“Why?”

The doctor smiled and replied, “Most of 
my patients your age, come in slower, 
some aided with a cane or walker. They 

complain of aches and pains and multi-
ple ailments like arthritis and joint pain. 
They can’t eat what they used to, they 
don’t sleep well, and most of them are 
on multiple meds. Now if I remember 
Joanne, I recall you wearing glasses, I 
think they were tri-focal. You had a foot, 
knee and shoulder injury for which surgery 
was recommended. You never had any 
surgery, yet you obviously walked right in 
my office unaided. You had high blood 
pressure, high cholesterol, a kidney issue 
and a thyroid issue. I can’t find that you 
have any of those issues now. What are 
you doing?”

I replied, “60 is the new 20!” 

I told him that I stopped blaming others 
for my issues. I took back the control and 
decision making for myself, for my health 
and well being. 

I stopped all things I knew were bad like 
no exercising, over eating, over sleeping, 
and decided to live a longer, healthier, 
and younger life. 

I found an amazing company with science 
behind its success. As a result, I’m no 
longer a frequent client of the medical 
community, although I value and respect 
its much needed niche in society. I re-
search the best of the best in natural and 
alternative solutions and am living proof 
that with the right choices, our bodies can 
heal themselves.

what iF you 
could age 
younger? 

Joanne Ferreri

WHAT IF YOU COULD AGE YOUNGER?

Joanne Ferreri is a consultant in genetic anti-aging technologies and a philanthropic international business owner. She has donated more 
than 17,000 meals to feed children. Joanne a bestselling author, keynote speaker, trainer, and business consultant. 
www.totalwellness.nsproducts.com
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Keys to a good liFe
anthology 

The Power is Within You! Keys 
to A Good Life: Wisdom to 
Unlock Your Power Within is a 
collaboration of insights from 
people who have experienced 
transformation either through 
an outside circumstance or 
by an inward call for change. 
Contributors share stories...

the one minute 
manager
Ken blanchard

The One Minute Manager is a 
concise, easily read story that 
reveals three very practical 
secrets: One Minute Goals, 
One Minute Praisings, and 
One Minute Reprimands. The 
book also presents several... 

home at last
sarada chiruvolu

Home at Last takes the reader 
on a profound journey on the 
road toward enlightenment 
based on author’s direct 
experience. It is about one 
woman’s journey from a career 
track in the pharmaceutical 
industry to spiritual 
awakening. Sarada shows... 

getting things done 
david allen 

David Allen’s Getting Things 
Done has become one of 
the most influential business 
books of its era, and the 
ultimate book on personal 
organization. “GTD” is now 
shorthand for an entire way 
of approaching professional 
and personal tasks, and has... 

the success 
principles
jacK canField

In The Success Principles, the 
cocreator of the phenomenal 
bestselling Chicken Soup 
for the Soul series helps 
you get from where you 
are to where you want to 
be, teaching you how to... 

super brain
deepaK chopra, md
rudy tanZi, md

Super Brain shows how to use 
your brain as a gateway for 
achieving health, happiness, 
and spiritual growth. Two 
pioneers, Deepak Chopra 
and Rudolph E. Tanzi, have 
merged their wisdom and... 

miracles From 
heaven
christy beam 

Annabel Beam spent most 
of her childhood in and 
out of hospitals with a rare 
and incurable digestive 
disorder that prevented 
her from living a normal, 
healthy life. One day, she... 

the 5 love 
languages
gary chapman 

Falling in love is easy. Staying 
in love — that’s the challenge. 
How can you keep your 
relationship fresh and growing 
amid the demands, conflicts, 
and just plain boredom of 
everyday life? In the #1... 

wheat belly
william davis, md

Over 200 million Americans 
consume food products 
made of wheat every day. 
As a result, over 100 million 
experience some form 
of adverse health effect, 
ranging from minor rashes 
to high blood sugar to 
unattractive stomach bulges... 
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the breaKthrough 
experience
dr. john F. demartini

This book is about breaking 
through the barriers that 
keep us from experiencing 
our true nature as light. It 
presents inspiring science 
and philosophy in a way that 
is completely accessible... 

divine intelligence
jayne gardner, phd

Divine Intelligence is the story 
of an unemployed executive 
who sets out looking for a 
job and, along the way, finds 
the source of all power. You 
will watch as he undergoes 
a process to find a spiritual 
God inside of him instead...

you can always Find 
a Flush in there!
ava holly

In You Can Always Find A 
Flush in There, Ava Holly 
shares funny stories of 
things that happen to us in 
public restrooms and offers 
insight into how these public 
restroom experiences relate... 

breaKing the habit 
oF being yourselF
dr. joe dispenZa

You are not doomed by your 
genes and hardwired to be 
a certain way for the rest of 
your life. In Breaking the Habit 
of Being Yourself, renowned 
author, speaker, researcher, 
and chiropractor, Dr. Joe... 

beyond mars  
and venus
john gray, phd

Men Are from Mars, Women 
Are from Venus revolutionized 
the way we thought about 
love and partnership. But as 
society evolves, relationships 
do, too. Today, men and 
women are no longer... 

love warrior
glennon doyle melton

Love Warrior is a gorgeous 
and inspiring account of how 
we are born to be warriors: 
strong, powerful, and brave; 
able to confront the pain 
and claim the love that exists 
for us all. This chronicle of 
a beautiful, brutal journey 
speaks to anyone who... 

For the love oF 
wood. For the love 
oF Food
joanne Ferreri

Two books in one! Experience 
growing up in a loving and 
boisterous Italian family from 
Brooklyn. Can you imagine 
having the vision to see a 
car in a block of wood, a... 

a mother’s heart
carolyn hayes

Depending on the age of the 
reader, well-written fairytales 
are read on many levels, and 
so it is with Carolyn Hayes’ 
book, A Mother’s Heart. 
Children will listen with rapt 
attention to this mysterious 
adventure and delight in the 
mother’s change-of-heart...  

the biology oF 
belieF
bruce lipton, phd

The Biology of Belief is a 
groundbreaking work in the 
field of new biology. Former 
medical school professor and 
research scientist Bruce H. 
Lipton, Ph.D., presents his 
experiments, and those... 
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the one liFe we’re 
given
marK nepo

Beloved spiritual teacher, 
poet, and philosopher, Mark 
Nepo, returns to the inspiring 
short-chapter format of his #1 
New York Times bestseller, 
The Book of Awakening, 
to map an insightful and...  

this is your do-over
michael roiZen, md

No matter what kind of 
lifestyle you lead, no matter 
what your bad habits, whether 
you’re a smoker, a couch 
potato, or a marshmallow 
addict, it’s never too late to 
start living a healthy life. You 
do not have to be destined... 

trust
iyanla vanZant

“Learning to trust is one of 
life’s most difficult lessons,” 
says #1 New York Times 
best-selling author, Iyanla 
Vanzant. “That’s because 
trust is not a verb; it’s a noun. 
Trust is a state of mind and 
being. If you are serious about 
learning to trust, you need... 

the wisdom oF 
menopause 
christiane northrup, md

Dr. Christiane Northrup’s #1 
New York Times has inspired 
more than a million women 
with a dramatically new vision 
of midlife. As Dr. Northrup has 
championed, the “change” 
is not simply a collection... 

the Four 
agreements
don miguel ruiZ

In The Four Agreements, 
bestselling author don Miguel 
Ruiz reveals the source of 
self-limiting beliefs that 
rob us of joy and create 
needless suffering. Based 
on ancient Toltec wisdom... 

8 weeKs to optimum 
health
andrew weil, md

Eight Weeks to Optimum 
Health lays out Dr. Andrew 
Weil’s famous week-by-week, 
step-by-step plan that will 
keep your body’s natural 
healing system in peak 
working order. It covers... 

brain maKer
david perlmutter, md 

Debilitating brain disorders 
are on the rise-from children 
diagnosed with autism and 
ADHD to adults developing 
dementia at younger ages 
than ever before. Astonishing 
new research is revealing that 
the health of your brain is, 
to an extraordinary degree... 

getting to yes  
with yourselF
william ury

Renowned negotiation expert 
William has discovered that 
the greatest obstacle to 
successful agreements and 
satisfying relationships is not 
the other side, as difficult as 
they can be. The biggest... 

the shacK
william paul young

Mackenzie Allen Philips’ 
youngest daughter, Missy, 
has been abducted during a 
family vacation and evidence 
that she may have been 
brutally murdered is found in 
an abandoned shack deep 
in the Oregon wilderness. 
Four years later, Mack... 




